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1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Grammar Induction is the task of learning a language from observations. Presented with a
corpus of sentences, the learner must infer a grammar in order to generate new, previously
unseen grammatical sentences. In this thesis, we focus on non-probabilisistlc approaches; the
grammar need not reflect statistics about the corpus but only its structure. Many criteria can
be applied to investigate whether the learner’s strategy is reasonable: For instance, if it can be
mathematically shown to work well for every possible set of observations, the learner can be
said to solve the task. But even if such results cannot be established, the learner may still display
good performance on real-world data sets.
For the simple class of regular languages, state merging algorithms have been examined thoroughly. Due to computational limitations, the best-performing state merging algorithms are
forced to use heuristics which are known to often deviate from the correct grammar. Despite
these problems, state merging algorithms have a very strong theoretical foundation and have
long been shown to induce the correct grammars when sufficient computational resources and
data are provided [dlH09].
Context-free grammars (CFGs) are slightly more complex than their regular counterparts. Many
of the theoretical results concerning their learnability are negative, which may be one reason
why research in appropriate learning algorithms has yet to find a similarly strong contestant for
context-free grammar induction. The central idea of this thesis is to apply the design principles
of state merging algorithms to CFGs, and to do so in a theoretically justified manner.
To do so, it must be understood that state merging algorithms perform an incremental compression of the sample sentences, converging towards a very compact grammar. While one would
hope that the most compression also yields the correct grammar, this has been refuted for the
general case [AV09]. Still, backed by empirical results, the idea of learning by compression lives
on. Dubbed the minimum description length principle (MDL) it has become a branch of general
learning theory in its own right. The second goal of this thesis is to investigate if and how MDL
can be utilized for learning context-free grammars in this setting, and how close a state merging
algorithm can get to learning by compression.

1.2 Background and Related Work
Being the simplest relevant class of languages, learnability results for regular languages have
exhaustively been established [dlH09, DMV94], directly starting from what has become known
as state merging algorithms [Lan92]. It was the winning entry of the Abbadingo grammar learning competition [LPP98] which combined the two most significant empirical results in the field
of learning regular languages: The Blue-Fringe [JP98] strategy seeks to avoid exhaustive exploration of all possible grammars, while evidence-driven heuristics [dlHOV96] order candidate
grammars by relevance.3
The theory of CFGs has been studied under a learning-theoretic perspective as well, albeit with
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less positive results [dlHO04]. The Omphalos competition [SSCZ04], similar to Abbadingo,
attempted to incite research for learning algorithms, and today the arguably most prominent
approaches for CFG induction are EMILE [AV02a] and ADIOS [SHRE05]. While they are both
based on merging rules, neither resembles state merging in the sense it has been used for regular
languages: EMILE is not designed to explore the full range of possible candidate grammars,
and ADIOS is a probabilistic graph algorithm. There exist approaches which are related to state
merging techniques [CD10, NI00], but they rely on implicit assumptions and beyond empirical
results, no justification has been brought forward.
If one wishes to provide such justification, some background in information-theoretic learning
is necessary. The standard introduction to the field of MDL [LV93] also contains the material
necessary to understand why learning by compression will not always work [AJ06, AV09] for
grammar induction.

1.3 Contributions
This thesis extends the state merging approach to context-free grammars. It explicates the rationale behind the current standard implementations of state merging algorithms for regular languages, and proceeds to apply the exact same design principles to the construction of a CFG
induction algorithm. Where there are a multitude of design choices, a mathematical analysis of
the particular options is provided as to rid the induction algorithm of the trial-and-error flavor
inherent to so many machine learning algorithms. The resulting induction algorithm is analyzed
in terms of runtime and data requirements, and compared to other state-of-the-art CFG induction
algorithms.

1.4 Structure of the Thesis
The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows. Section 2 provides the theoretical background in regular and context-free languages as well as tools to measure the complexity of
computer programs. Section 3.1 will focus on Grammar Induction as such, introducing different notions of successful learning. Section 3.2 then analyzes the relationship between MDL and
Grammar Induction, thereby describing what state merging algorithms are engineered to do from
an MDL perspective. These considerations will be illustrated in section 4.1 with the case of regular language induction. The heart of this thesis can be found in section 4.2, where the extension
to context-free languages happens. A CFG learning algorithm is derived from the principles
of section 3.2, followed by an analysis of its runtime and data requirements. In section 5 the
algorithm is fit into the bigger picture: It is examined whether it lives up to the expectations of
MDL, and by comparing it to other CFG induction algorithms the central question is answered:
If it is not learning the correct grammar, then what is it learning? Section 6 concludes.

2

2 Automata Theory
The objective of this thesis is the investigation of learnability of languages. In order to outline
this vague goal more precisely, this chapter introduces the notion of a language in section 2.1
before moving on to some classes of processes which actually generate languages. The arguably
simplest of such processes is the finite state automaton treated in section 2.2, but the focus of
this thesis is on the context-free grammars described in section 2.3.1 To allow for meaningful
statements about programs, section 2.4.1 defines Turing machines, and sections 2.4.2 and 2.4.3
define measures for the complexity of a program based on requirements at runtime and on the
program code as such, respectively.

2.1 Languages and Automata
As far as Grammar Induction is concerned, a language is nothing but a set of sequences of
symbols. Such languages are deprived of any information beyond their structural features; in
particular semantics. Yet their syntactic properties may well be the same as those found in actual, real-world sequential data such as natural language [CV07, NLHN09], genome information
[Hea87, Sak05] or markup languages [Beh00, Fer01].
Let Σ be a no-nempty finite set of symbols. This will be referred to as the alphabet; for simplicity
it is generally assumed that Σ “ t0, 1u. Let Σ‹ be the set of all finite sequences that consist only
of elements of Σ. Those will be called sentences. A set L Ď Σ‹ of sentences finally constitutes a
language. A set L of languages forms a class of languages.
Sentences will be denoted by t ” t1 t2 . . . t|t| where |t| is the length of t, i.e., the number of its
symbols. To have a proper distinction from symbols we require that |t| ě 2 for any sentence t.
Akin to programming languages, tr: is and tri :s denote t1 . . . ti and ti . . . t|t| , respectively. We
write u Ď t if there are i, j P N with i ă j such that ti . . . t j ” u; in this case we call u a substring
of t. We write σ P t to indicate that t contains a certain symbol σ P Σ. A sentence of length
zero, the empty string, is denoted λ. The complement of a language L is denoted L̄.
Usually languages have names such as “English” or “XML 1.0”, however for the purpose of
this thesis it is more convenient to use a different naming scheme. In Grammar Induction it is
assumed that all languages stem from a particular process, so the exact specifications of such
processes naturally are the most succinct naming scheme. In the following, a process generating
a language will be referred to as an automaton and its specifications will be called a grammar.
An automaton is a highly convenient way of specifying a language L: Instead of explicitly listing
all of its sentences, we describe an automaton A which generates precisely L. Each automaton
A represents exactly one language LpAq, and we will sometimes use the two interchangeably. In
general, automata are simple computer programs, meaning they can be implemented on a Turing
machine. The full class of such computable languages however is far too complex [Imm83].
Therefore, language classes are formed based on the type of automaton underlying the members
of the class. As will be described shortly, different automata types have different expressive
1

Proofs of claims made in these sections can be found in any introductory textbook such as [HMU07].
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power: The regularities underlying the language may be of different complexity. A preliminary
hierarchy of automata classes was stipulated by Chomsky [Cho56]. While nowadays there are far
more entries in this hierarchy, the main interest of Grammar Induction research has traditionally
been focussed on the two simplest original language classes, finite state automata and pushdown
automata [FB86a, FB86b]. These are also the main concern of this thesis.

2.2 Regular Languages: Finite State Automata
Finite State Automata (FSAs) and regular languages are dual in the sense that every FSA describes a regular language, and for every regular language there is an FSA implementing it.
Definition 2.1. The class of regular languages is the smallest class containing all
t ::“ σ | λ | t 1 Y t 2 | t 1 ˝ t 2 | t ‹ ,
where σ P Σ, ˝ denotes concatenation and p¨q‹ is the Kleene closure.
Since they are much easier to visualize it is convenient to think of a regular language in terms of
an FSA.
Definition 2.2. A finite state automaton A is a quintuple xΣ, S , s1 , F, δy where Σ is an alphabet,
S is a set of states, s1 P S is the initial state, F Ď S is a set of accepting states, and δ is a
transition function.
As before, Σ is the alphabet recognized by A. The finite set S of states represent A’s limited
capacity to memorize properties of a sentence during the testing process. In this sense s1 contains absolutely no information, it is the initial state from which testing begins. The function
δ : S ˆ Σ Ñ PpS q describes transitions between states based on the next symbol of a sentence, where PpXq denotes the power set of X. We abbreviate the |t| repeated state transitions
δp. . . δps1 , t1 q . . . , t|t| q to δ‹ ps1 , tq. F Ď S is the possibly empty set of accepting states: t P LpAq
if and only if the testing of t leads A into a final state s P F. If the automaton accepts every
string in Σ‹ it is called universal.
FSAs can bee too complex to always deterministically switch between states based on one single
symbol. An FSA is able to entertain different hypotheses on which structural property of the
string it is currently observing. This is expressed in δ ranging over the power set of S , meaning
that there may exist different paths through A, not all of which need to end up in an accepting
state. In this case t is accepted if at least one accepting end state can be reached. Such FSAs are
called nondeterministic finite state automata (NFA). If there is only one matching path for any
sentence t through the automaton, i.e. the range of δ are singletons, one speaks of a deterministic
finite state automaton (DFA). Aside from computational issues the distinction is usually not
significant as every NFA can be turned into a DFA.
Definition 2.3. The size of FSA A is
MpAq “

ÿÿ
sPS σPΣ

4

|δps, σq| ` 1.

One very particular approximation of M has traditionally received particular attention: Given an
FSA A it is easy to build an equivalent FSA A1 , meaning that LpAq “ LpA1 q, with more states.
The reverse clearly does not hold, at least not infinitely often.
Definition 2.4. An FSA A is canonical if there is no FSA A1 such that LpAq “ LpA1 q and A1 has
less states than A.
While a unique canonical automaton always exists it is hard to find [Gol78] as well as to approximate [PW93].2 By computing the canonical version of two FSAs it can be decided if they are
equivalent.

2.3 Context-Free Languages: Context-Free Grammars
The class of automata most relevant for this thesis are pushdown automata (PDAs). For full
generality, we work with nondeterministic PDAs; their dual is the class of context-free languages. Therefore, to avoid technical details PDAs will be defined by the grammar they represent [GPW82]. The class of context-free languages contains precisely the languages generated
by a context-free grammar (CFG). It properly includes the regular languages [DPS02].
Definition 2.5. A grammar A is quadruple xΣ, N, s, Ry where Σ is a finite set of terminals, N is
a finite set of non-terminals, s P N is the start symbol, and R is a set of rewrite rules.
Σ again serves as the alphabet. The special nonterminal s is the start symbol which spans a
sentence. The set R Ď pN Y Σq‹ ˆ pN Y Σq‹ of rewrite rules determines how a given sequence
of nonterminals can be expanded. Each rewrite rule takes the form α ñ β where the head α
and the body β are any sequence of terminals and nonterminals. If LpAq “ Σ‹ then A is called
universal.
Definition 2.6. A context-free grammar is a grammar where all rewrite rules are of the form
n ñ β with n P N.
To efficiently determine whether a string t is member of a language, the CYK [Coc69, You67,
Kas65] algorithm can be used. Not unlike the case of FSAs it implements a nondeterministic
way of checking certain structural properties of substrings of t, i.e., it generates parse trees
consistent with A over t. If at least one possible parse tree for t exists the membership query is
answered positively. Deciding whether two given CFGs are equivalent is generally impossible,
however.
Definition 2.7. The size of a CFG G “ xN, Σ, R, sy is
ÿ
MpGq “
|β| ` 1.
nñβ P R

Other size measures have been used in the literature, but for reasons that will become obvious in
section 2.4.3 we will work with M.
2

More precisely, these problems are NP-complete (see Section 2.4.2).
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Definition 2.8. Given a size measure M 1 , a CFG A is canonical if there is no equivalent CFG A1
with MpA1 q ă MpAq.
It should be noted that it is not decidable whether two given CFGs are equivalent.

2.4 Fragments of Recursion Theory
Recursion Theory [Coo02] is the branch of mathematics concerned with the automation of describable processes. Section 2.4.1 first shows how such a process can be represented by a program ϕ. Section 2.4.2 provides the tools to analyze the amount of computation required to
execute ϕ, and section 2.4.3 shows how to measure ϕ’s inherent complexity.
2.4.1 Turing Machines

A Turing machine is a theoretical device used as the foundation of Recursion Theory. It can be
described as a device running over an arbitrarily long (but finite) one-dimensional discretized
tape of symbols, which is able to read and manipulate symbols on the tape based on an internal
rule table.
Definition 2.9. A Turing machine ϕ is a quadruple xΣ, S , s1 , δy where Σ is an alphabet with
|Σ| ě 2, S is a finite set of states, s1 is the start state, and δ is a transition function.
Σ once again is the alphabet ϕ works with. S is a set of states, of which s1 is the initial state.
Based on such states and the symbol currently read, ϕ can be programmed to perform actions.
However, δ is more complex than in the previous cases.
During runtime of a program the configuration of the tape is in pΣ‹ Y tλuq ˆ Σ ˆ pΣ‹ Y tλuq. The
single symbol σ P Σ is the symbol currently observed by ϕ, with finite, possibly empty strings
to the left and right. A condition of a Turing machine is an element of S ˆ Σ consisting of ϕ’s
state and the σ currently under inspection.
At any given time, ϕ is pointing at one field t on the tape. Let I “ tl, ru Y tppσq | σ P Σu
contain the instructions “move one field to the right”, “move one field to the left”, and “print a
symbol σ1 P Σ on t”, respectively. Then δ Ď S ˆ Σ ˆ I ˆ S represents ϕ’s program as follows:
If ϕ is in state si it will read the symbol σ occupying t. This condition may trigger one of the
actions in I, which in turn will lead to a state change to s j P S . A Turing machine halts if it ends
in a condition for which δ is undefined. While nondeterministic Turing machines are of great
theoretical interest, in this thesis we only make use of deterministic Turing machines, i.e., the
range of δ is a set of singletons.
To treat Turing machines like the functions they implement, we write ϕpxq if the Turing machine
ϕ receives x as input. It is provided to ϕ by the following convention: Initially ϕ is pointing to
the first symbol of the input string which spans to the right of the Turing machine. The output
of ϕ is the string left on the tape after ϕ has halted.
Proposition 2.10 ([Doy02]). For any effectively calculable function f there is a Turing machine
ϕ implementing f .
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This is known as the Church-Turing-Thesis. We will call a function f computable if there is a
Turing machine implementing it, and if there is a Turing machine listing all of f ’s range we call f
computably enumerable. Otherwise f is incomputable. Unless indicated otherwise, all functions
in this thesis are computable. We further call a class A of well-defined objects computable if
there is a Turing machine enumerating all Ai P A in lexicographic order and increasing size, and
computably enumerable if there is a Turing machine enumerating all members of A. The class
of all Turing machines is denoted Φ.
We have left the input and output of Turing machines somewhat unspecified. It is not clear how
a given piece of information, be it a natural number or a structure like an automaton, should be
translated to a string of symbols from Σ so that the Turing machine can work with it.
Definition 2.11. Given an alphabet Σ and a class A of well-defined objects, an encoding EA :
A Ñ Σ‹ is a computable bijection. EA pAq is a code for A P A.
The Church-Turing-Thesis guarantees that any mathematical object can effectively be handled
by a Turing machine. In the case of computable classes, an encoding allows for outputting
tEA pAq | A P Au in lexicographic order, starting with the shortest elements. Clearly, definition 2.11 covers both FSAs and CFGs. For readability, we will often just write A for EA pAq.
Throughout this thesis, for any A one particular EA will be used. In particular, there is one
specific EΦ . This leads to the particularly interesting corollary about the existence of universal
Turing machines.
Definition 2.12. An universal Turing machine U is a Turing machine such that UpxEΦ pϕq, yyq “
ϕpyq.
That is, U takes the tuple xEΦ pϕq, yy as input, and simulates the Turing machine ϕ on input
y. There are multiple such U, and for the remainder of this thesis it is again imperative that
U always denote the same universal Turing machine. If no additional input is provided we
abbreviate UpxEΦ pϕq, λyq “ UpEΦ pϕqq.
2.4.2 Complexity Theory

Complexity Theory [Pap94] is the analysis of computable functions in terms of Turing machines
computing them. Given some function f , its central questions are: How many state transitions
are at least needed for a Turing machine to compute f , and how long does the tape of any Turing
machine computing f get? In this thesis we will only be concerned with the former question.
Definition 2.13. f pxq “ Opgpxqq if there are real numbers c, n, n0 ą 0 such that f pnq ď c ¨ gpnq
for all n ą n0 .
That is, f pxq “ Opgpxqq if gpxq dominates f pxq by a multiplicative constant as x grows larger.
We say that f pxq is polynomial in x if f pxq “ Opppxqq for some polynomial p of x.
Definition 2.14. A Turing machine ϕ runs in polynomial time if for all x, the number of state
transitions ϕ performs in computing ϕpxq is polynomial in x.

7

Polynomial-time Turing machines are generally considered feasible, while Turing machines with
a runtime of Op2 x q or greater are considered computationally hard. It has not been proven that
this threshold is strict, i.e., that there are Turing machines of runtime Op2 x q which have no
plynomial-time equivalent, but it is generally assumed that this is the case [For09].
Definition 2.15. A language L is testable in polynomial time if there exists a Turing machine ϕL
such that ϕL ptq “ 1 if t P L and 0 otherwise, and ϕL runs in polynomial time.
Both FSAs and CFGs are testable in polynomial time.
2.4.3 Kolmogorov Complexity

Universal Turing machines enable a comparison of program complexities. The Kolmogorov
complexity Kpxq of a string x equals the smallest Turing machine to compute x. Intuitively
K measures how much information is contained in x, which in turn may be a code for some
structure like an FSA.
Definition 2.16 ([LV93]). The conditional Kolmogorov complexity of x given y is
Kpx | yq “

min

ϕPΦ:UpxEΦ pϕq,yyq“x

|EΦ pϕq|.

Likewise we define the unconditional Kolmogorov complexity as Kpxq “ minϕPΦ:UpEΦ pϕqq“x |EΦ pϕq|.
There are two problematic aspects to Kolmogorov complexity. First, it is not absolute but always
heavily depends on the particular choice of U and EΦ . Therefore it is most meaningful in the
limit, when |x| goes to infinity. Will will reconsider this issue in section 3.3.2. The second
problem is of a more fundamental nature.
Theorem 2.17 ([LV93]). K is incomputable.
Kpxq can however be approximated from above, by simulating all Turing machines simultaneously and keeping the shortest ϕi to output x and halt as current best approximation.
In order to put Kolmogorov complexity in a relation to the size measures introduced for automata, it is important to note that Kpxq is not monotonically increasing as |x| grows: A simple
string consisting of n zeroes is easier to describe than a random bit string of the same length. Size
measures are proportional to the automaton’s code length under a simple encoding, i.e., one that
does not exploit regularities in x to achieve shorter code lengths: We have both MFSA 9 EFSA
and MCFG 9 ECFG . This will be of importance in section 3.3.3.
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3 Grammar Induction
Chapter 2 provided all the tools required to formally state the objective of this thesis. The fundamental questions tackled here are by no means new; their investigation has become known
as Grammar Induction, a sketch of which is provided in section 3.1. This research field revolves around the learning of grammars, and it is imperative to define what counts as “learned”.
Section 3.2 provides a literature overview over the different flavors thereof. A related idea,
the minimum description length principle (MDL), provides the backbone for the work presented
here. It receives special attention in section 3.3 where we derive MDL from general Kolmogorov
complexity and fine-tune it for our needs.

3.1 A Sketch of Grammar Induction
Grammar Induction, sometimes also called Grammar Inference, is a subfield of Computational
Linguistics [Kor08] which in turn is concerned with the development of computer programs
that are able to handle natural language. Even for the syntactical level, this optimistic goal is
however far from achieved [GAJT07, Zho07]. Most current research is taking one of two main
directions.
Language Modeling [JM08] works under the assumption that there is a probabilistic process P
from which a language L is sampled. The hope is that if one has positive training data I` Ď L
with all properties sufficiently similar to L, it should be possible to estimate P from I` , i.e., to
reverse-engineer P in order to have a general model describing L. The quest for P starts out by
selecting an estimator RM which is run on I` . Precisely modeling and thereby overfitting I` , it
returns a member RM pI` q of a class of models M.
Individual estimators may be problematic for a number of reasons. First and foremost they
may be computationally costly [Sim02] and thus difficult to use if I` is big. Next, estimators
may be so successful in overfitting I` that RM pI` q has little to say about LzI` . Such cases
can be tackled by smoothing [CG96]. Another, deeper issue arises when an estimator turns
out to be inconsistent with the statistics of the data [Joh98] despite yielding good results in
experiments. In such cases even RM pLq will not correctly describe L. The same problem occurs
if M is badly chosen and does not even contain P. Finally there is the fundamental problem that
the main hypothesis is necessarily violated: Non-artificial training sets are biased towards true
statements and the speakers’ culture. False but perfectly grammatical sentences are significantly
underrepresented in I` .
It seems fair to say that the question if RM pI` q could do L justice at all is often deliberately
ignored. Given the omnipresent evidence that natural languages are in fact learnable to a nearperfect degree at least by biological devices, Language Modeling leaves the question of perfect
learnability aside and focuses on robustly dealing with as big a subset of L as possible.
Language Modeling generally directly computes one single model. In this sense, it is a top-down
approach to the processing of natural language. Grammar Induction [dlH10] is its bottom-up
counterpart. Instead of immediately focussing on natural language in all its problematic richness,
it sets intermediate steps by grouping languages into classes based on severely limited processes,
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thus shifting the focus from natural to artificial languages generated by automata. These limitations usually constrain the complexity and expressiveness of the language L in question; they
also imply that the inference algorithm RA must return a specific automaton A P A, with A
being the automata class in question.
To further ease the difficulties of the induction task the assumption that the artificial language L is
generated by a probabilistic process is often dropped, making the learning task distribution-free.
Therefore on first sight, the main questions Grammar Induction seems to ask are the following:
Let the class A of automata be dual to the class L of languages. Given an arbitrary
L P L and training data I` Ď L, is there an inference algorithm RA such that
RA pI` q precisely describes L? And if such an algorithm exists, does it run in a
reasonable amount of time?
Already this fundamental question is based on the bold assumption that some form of inference is
actually necessary. Without any information beyond I` there is no immediate reason to assume
that I` is not the whole language, in which case I` is the best specification there is. Likewise,
even if it is known that I` Ă L (i.e., I` is a proper subset of L) any guess about L is moot,
for even L “ Σ‹ is consistent with the given data. A remedy is to provide a set I´ of negative
training data such that I´ X L “ H, establishing a more well-defined learning problem by ruling
out universal grammars as valid solutions.
This is precisely the scenario this thesis is concerned with: Training data D “ xI` , I´ y is fixed,
finite and available as a bulk. It is known that I` Ď L Ď Σ‹ and assumed that L is infinite.3 This
implies I` Ă L and introduces the need for inference. It does however say nothing about the
shape of L or how representative D is in that respect, even though it is known that I` and L are
generated by the very same process.
In the Language Modeling setting it is assumed that both I` and L are distributed according
to the probabilistic process P, and I` is merely a sparser version of L. Therefore a large D is
likely to contain enough relevant information to yield an accurate RM pI` q. In distribution-free
Grammar Induction this assumption cannot be made and I` may well be generable by a much
simpler automaton than L while I´ is not guaranteed to be very revealing either. One must
establish which properties the data D must exhibit so that RA pDq describes L, which can only be
answered if RA is known. We get the following reformulation of the main question of Grammar
Induction:
Let the class A of automata be dual to the class L of languages. Is there an algorithm
RA such that for arbitrary L P L, there is a set D “ xI` , I´ y with I` Ă L and
I´ X L “ H for which RA pDq precisely describes L? If so, what are the properties
D must exhibit for this to hold, and is RA computable in a reasonable amount of
time for such D?
Grammar Induction has produced many important results for a large variety of language classes.
A compact, technical introduction can be found in [dlH05] or the more specialized [dlH09]
3

Due to their lack of flexibility, finite languages possess severely limited expressive power and are generally dismissed as not very interesting.
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and [dlHO04] for FSA and CFG induction, respectively. [CKP03] puts greater emphasis on
algorithms and implementations. To better understand the individual contributions of Grammar
Induction research, we will now specify the different learning paradigms met in the field.

3.2 Learnability of Languages
With the aim of Grammar Induction specified, the next step is to fix the conditions under which
the learning takes place. It is clear that the learner in this setting is a computable algorithm R
of some kind. Yet, as it stands, this task is vastly underspecified unless one agrees on a number
of details. Following [Gol67], the following must be established in order to establish a common
ground:
• a way to refer to individual languages,
• a method how information is presented to the learner, and
• a definition of learnability.
The first item has already be defined; throughout this thesis grammars will be used as names for
languages. Concerning the second item, the notion of training data D has been introduced in
section 3.1. It contains both positive and negative data, always correctly labeled. Furthermore
it is fixed and immediately available, in particular it is not a steady stream of new data. It is
not possible for the learner to make inquiries about unseen data, e.g., to ask whether t P L for a
sentence t R D.4 It is hence reasonable to define the learner as a function RA : PpΣ‹ qˆPpΣ‹ q Ñ
A.
It remains to define when a learner has successfully learned L, and thus to find a criterion to make
statements about different learners’ quality. In Language Modeling it is customary to withhold
a small amount of data DT Ă D, the test set, and the ability of RMŤ
pDzDT q to generalize over
this “unseen” DT is used to establish a preorder ăDT over the union iPI Hi of possible outputs
(hypotheses) of learners RMi . In particular, Hi ăDT H j (H j is more likely correct than Hi ) if H j is
agreeing with DT more than Hi is. Accordingly, R j is deemed better than Ri if Ri pI` q ă R j pI` q.
Such rankings are of great importance for probabilistic settings, where the correct parameters
are likely not exactly determinable due to sparseness.
In principle ăDT can be used for Grammar Induction as well, but the less empirical flavor of this
field suggests a different approach. In Language Modeling a learner must construct a grammar
and estimate the parameters of P. In distribution-free Grammar Induction the estimation is
not required, and one only demands that RA pDq describes the target language. As any of the
infinitely many grammars describing L is accepted as a success, this allows for a greater focus
on efficient algorithms.
Without establishing an elaborate preorder over all possible outputs, Grammar Induction strictly
defines what counts as successful learning. The requirement that RA pDq describes L is invariant
through all notions of learnability, but various definitions put additional demands on the learner.
Sections 3.2.1 through 3.2.3 provide an overview of the most common such demands.
4

We use d P D in a suggestive way instead of D “ xI` , I´ y, d P I` Y I´ .
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3.2.1 Identification in the Limit

The historically first definition of learnability was provided by [Gol67]. It is also the most
relaxed and impractical such definition, not demanding any bounds.
Definition 3.1. Given a language L, a learner RA identifies L in the limit if for some repre`
´
´
`
sentation e there is a J` “ xep j`
1 q, . . . , ep jn qy with ji P L and a J´ “ xep j1 q, . . . , ep jm qy
`
`
´
`
`
1
with ji R L such that for all J` “ xep j1 q, . . . , ep jn q, . . . , ep jn1 qy with ji P L and a J´ “
´
´
´
1
1
xep j´
1 q, . . . , ep jm q, . . . , ep jm1 qy with ji R L it holds that RA pxJ` , J´ yq “ RA pxJ` , J´ yq “ A
and LpAq “ L.
A class L of languages is identifiable in the limit if there is a learner that identifies every L P L
in the limit.
Identification in the Limit (IITL) is best understood as learning from a stream of positive and
negative data: At some point RA reaches a fixpoint after which new data will not influence its
output anymore. A crucial detail is that the learner is not required to be aware of its success. If
this awareness were required almost no interesting class of languages could be learned [Gol67]
because there are scenarios in which a learner changes its hypothesis arbitrarily often [Ang80,
AM10].
A class L of languages is called superfinite if L contains all finite languages and at least one
infinite language. The following result signifies the importance of negative data for Grammar Induction, if one takes for granted that any interesting language calss contains all finite languages.
Theorem 3.2 ([Gol67]). Any superfinite class of languages is not identifiable in the limit from
positive data alone.
This is related to the discussion about the need to generalize in section 3.1. If L contains all finite
languages then RA can at best assume that I` describes the target language L exhaustively, and
RA pI` q accepts precisely I` . This way the infinite language can never be identified. Likewise,
all finite languages can be identified. However, if there is negative data available, the picture
changes.
Theorem 3.3 ([Gol67]). Any recursively enumerable class of languages can be identified in the
limit using positive and negative examples.
The proof is not very involved, it simply has the learner enumerate all grammars and choose the
first one consistent with the training data. Its implications however are deep: FSAs and CFGs
are identifiable in this scenario.
If a class of languages is IITL this has little immediate bearing on most practical applications.
IITL has nothing to say about the runtime of a learner RA , about the amount of training data
needed or even about the behavior of RA before the fixpoint is reached: Ideally, more training
data should lead to an annealing to the correct solution. These issues are ignored by IITL. In
response to this other, more practical definitions of learnability have been established, covering
these points in turn.
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3.2.2 Polynomial Runtime Complexity

In times of Moore’s Law [Sch97] it is not easy to define the intuitively understood term reasonable runtime. A generally accepted criterion for an algorithm to be practical is that it finishes in
polynomial time, but it the case of Grammar Induction is not clear in which variables the runtime
should be polynomial. Skipping exhaustive discussion of the parameters [Pit89], we provide the
following definitions.
We say that a learner R makes an prediction error if its hypothesis at step i is not consistent with
the i ` 1st example it observes. The runtime of R updating the current hypothesis is called its
update time.
Definition 3.4 ([Pit89]). Given a language L and training data xI` , I´ y with I` Ă L and I´ XL “
H, a learner RA identifies L in polynomial time if RA
• identifies L in the limit, and
• the number of prediction errors is polynomial in the target automaton’s size n, and
• RA has update time polynomial in n and the sum of lengths of the data samples di observed
so far.
A class L of languages is identifiable in polynomial time if there is a learner that identifies every
L P L in polynomial time.
A caveat is that [Pit89] does not actually define a size measure; rather it requires that the size
measure be reasonable. The definitions provided in sections 2.2 and 2.3 certainly fall into this
cluster.
It turns out that neither FSAs nor CFGs can be learned under this definition [dlH95]. The proof
involves the construction of two different languages that can only be separated by a string larger
than 2n . As there is no method to test for equality of two FSAs or CFGs that runs in polynomial
time, the result follows. Grammar Induction for these classes is hence considered impractical,
which reiterates the need of precise runtime analysis of induction algorithms.
3.2.3 Probably Approximately Correct Learning

Technical subtleties aside, identifiability in polynomial time seems an interesting property for
most real-life learning tasks. However, if the target language L is not identifiable in the limit,
polynomial time identification fails to provide information beyond this fact. Even if no supremum exists, the order Hi ă H j ă Hk ă . . . might be enumerable. Doing so is the idea
underlying probably approximately correct (PAC) learning.
Since almost all PAC-results concerning CFGs are negative [dlHO04] it is not necessary to dive
into the technical details here. Informally, a class of languages is PAC-learnable if there is
an algorithm which, with arbitrarily high probability, generalizes arbitrarily well with enough
training data [Val84]. The key element is that when the learner is presented more data, the probability of prediction errors decreases. While PAC-learning does not require absolute convergence,
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it demands that the learner be able to get arbitrarily close to the best solution available. PAClearnability thus incorporates two crucial features: It requires that the learner be fast and only
sufficiently correct, for all possible data within its domain. This is akin to real world learning
problems: Biological devices do not learn everything exactly; rather they learn quickly at the
cost of occasional errors.
While Grammar Induction is distribution-free, the requirement of better results given more data
is still relevant. Firstly, greedy best-first approaches are much easier to implement than strategies
to exhaust the entire hypothesis space. Secondly, when multiple hypotheses are possible for the
next iteration of an algorithm, it is good to have a strategy of picking the optimal one — or a
proof that such a strategy is not needed.
As noted, PAC-learnability is independent of the data presented. If one assumes that the data
is chosen in a benign way, much more positive results can be obtained for CFG induction
[LV91]. This paradigm, called simple PAC-learnability, has been investigated in a series of
papers [DDG96, PH97, Adr99], which branches away from the goals of this thesis.
This section has formalized the usual requirements of a learning algorithm, such as that it be
correct and efficient. The following section will illuminate whether compression-based learning
can deliver these properties.

3.3 Simplicity in Grammar Induction
3.3.1 The Minimum Description Length Principle

The definitions of learnability in section 3.2 are entirely indifferent about RA pDq as long as
it describes L. It is however easy to see that different grammars can well describe the same
language, and it is not obvious why there should not be a way to tell which grammar is better
for any meaning of this term, such as smaller, less complex or more interesting. This section is
dedicated to re-introducing a preorder on different but equivalent automata.
The Minimum Description Length principle (MDL) does not occur in the list of definitions for
successful learning because it shifts the attention from properties of the learner to its output.
MDL is a direct implementation of Occam’s Razor, made mathematically precise by means
of Kolmogorov complexity (see section 2.4.3). Occam’s Razor is commonly summarized as
“Concepts must not be multiplied beyond necessity” [Bri10], which in the context of inductive
inference translates to:
If multiple hypotheses perform equally well, the simplest one is most likely correct.
The words “perform” and “simple” must be specified more precisely.
In every language learning task there is a class H of hypotheses, usually grammars, which may
or may not explain for the training data D. The first task for a learner RH obviously is to single
out the set HD Ď H of hypotheses which are consistent with D. Generally HD is relatively big
because of the sparseness of D, but the inference algorithm should decide on one single Ĥ P HD
which is optimal in H wrt. D.
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Section 3.2 described how an likelihood order ăDT over different hypotheses can be established
by comparing them to previously withheld data DT . While this conceptually remains a valid
method in the realm of MDL [Grü05], there is another method which does not rely on empirical
evaluation of a hypothesis. If two hypotheses H1 , H2 both are consistent with an observation D,
MDL claims that H2 is more likely correct than H1 if it is simpler, that is, H1 ăK H2 if KpH2 q ă
KpH1 q where Kpxq is the Kolmogorov complexity of x. This makes Ĥ “ arg minHPHD KpHq
most likely correct hypothesis.
This definition may seem ad-hoc, but it can easily be motivated. We will do so starting from
basic statistics. There, a prior probability distribution P over H expresses the initial belief
about the probability of any given hypothesis. Any observation d P D leads to a belief update,
i.e., a revision of the hypotheses’ likelihood based on d. Since we are working in a distributionfree setting, PpD | Hq is binary: PpxI` , I´ y | Hq “ 1 if and only if t P I` Ñ t P LpHq and
t P I´ Ñ t R LpHq for all t. Otherwise, PpD | Hq = 0. After all of D has been observed, the
maximum a posteriori hypothesis Ĥ is chosen as to maximize its likelihood given D. That is,
Ĥ “ arg maxHPH PpH | Dq.
Using Bayes’ formula this can be reformulated as follows:
Ĥ “ arg max PpH | Dq
HPH

“ arg max
HPH

PpHq ¨ PpD | Hq
.
PpDq

In the setting of language learning, the observation D is a given, so PpDq “ 1. If we can
furthermore a priori restrict H to the class HD of hypotheses consistent with D, then clearly
PpD | Hq “ 1 as well and arg maxHPHD PpHq only depends on the prior.
Definition 3.5 ([Sol64]). The universal a priori probability is
ÿ
P̂pxq “
2´EΦ pϕq ,
ϕPΦ:Upϕq“x

where U is the reference universal Turing machine from Definition 2.12.
So the prior probability of a string x is the probability of U generating x from random bit strings
as input.
Theorem 3.6 ([LV93]). There is a constant c such that P̂pxq “ 2´Kpxq ¨ c for all x.
This central theorem replaces the cumbersome P̂ with the simpler concept of Kolmogorov complexity: It shows that one can substitute 2´Kpxq for P̂pxq with only marginal error. It also reflects
MDL’s general bias to favor shorter codes exponentially, which is in accordance with Occam’s
Razor. It remains to show why this specific prior probability is suitable for inductive inference.
Since it is known that I` Ă L it is clear from the start that a hypothesis which does not generalize will not be ranked high. The main difference between the evaluation-based approach and
the Kolmogorov complexity-driven version of hypothesis selection is the unpredictable bias of
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the former: Any algorithm designed with an empirical mindset will generalize in some way, but
there are no constraints on how to achieve this. Even extending I` with random sentences can be
successful in many cases [WM97], or the mechanisms leading to generalization may only be “intuitively” plausible or reasonable. This is less a problem of the learning algorithms themselves
but one of their design principles, and accepting an objective method to induce generalization
would quickly remedy this issue.
Given a set D of observations, Grammar Induction asks for an explanation for D. In principle,
any model accounting for all di P D might do, but some models will be very complex and finetuned to precisely cover D while others will be of simpler structure but lump D together with
other, potentially unrelated data.
It is difficult to balance the over- and underfitting of D. One severe restriction on underfitting is
already implemented by confining the hypothesis space of a learner to a certain automata class.
Beyond this, the only property of data MDL is capable of expressing is complexity relative to a
model.
Definition 3.7 ([AV09]). Let A, H with A Ď H be sets of cardinality a and h, respectively. The
randomness deficiency of A wrt. H is
ˇ ˆˆ ˙˙ˇ
ˇ
h ˇˇ
∆pA | Hq “ ˇˇEN
´ KpA | Hq.
a ˇ
The binomial coefficient serves as an upper bound for KpA | Hq: The easiest way to encode
an element h P H given H itself is by reference. Put all hi P H in lexicographic order, then
describe h by its list index. Doing this for all of h P A provides an upper bound for KpA | Hq.
A small randomness deficiency means that A is very typical for A, in the sense that it has no
special structure that is simpler than other equally large subsets of H; we say that it is random
in H. If A has high randomness deficiency there are better descriptions than the above which do
not make use of H. In this case, A is not very typical.5
Therefore the task of model selection is to select the Ĥ P H such that ∆pD | Ĥq is minimal.
If Ĥ can be found, it guarantees that most h P Ĥ are similarly random to elements of A. Thus,
finding Ĥ does indeed lead to generalization.
It must be mentioned that all of the above assumes that A Ď H and that Ĥ does indeed exist
(it need not not be unique). In the setting of Grammar Induction all of this is fulfilled, as
discussed earlier. The next section will investigate how the idea of MDL can actually be applied
to Grammar Induction.
5

For simplicity, we explained randomness deficiency in relation to finite sets only. To see that randomness deficiency
is similarly well-defined for infinite sets, recall the benign distributions of section 3.2.3. Such distributions are
very close to the universal a priori distribution which favors samples of low complexity. For infinite sets, the
randomness deficiency of definition 3.7 must be replaced by a distance measure from the universal distribution.
Let the data D be described by a probability distribution PD . The Kullback-Leibler-divergence between PD and
the universal probability of D is a measure [ES03] which coincides with the coding-theoretic interpretation of
randomness deficieny [AASV09]. A formal derivation requires some decisions on how to construct PD from a
data set however, and has thus been precluded from the formal part of this thesis.
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3.3.2 A Weak Form of Kolmogorov Complexity for Grammar Induction

This section will provide the formal model in which MDL can be applied to Grammar Induction.
The goal is to allow for statements about the complexity of a grammar A, isolated from actual
programs implementing A. The foundation of this undertaking is a universal Turing machine
U which can be programmed with a Turing program ϕ and henceforth implements it. In the
following we omit the mention of U and talk about ϕ only.
It is easy to believe that for each class A of automata below Turing complexity there is a Turing
pE q
program ϕA A which takes a representation of a grammar A P A as input and simulates the
automaton corresponding to A. In order to do so, however, A must be encoded by an encoding
EA . As mentioned earlier, for any class A we work with one fixed EA . We therefore abbreviate
pE q
ϕA “ ϕA A . This ϕA is best understood as a blank automaton of type A that has yet to receive
a grammar, but can only understand codes of EA . We further abbreviate ϕA “ ϕA pEA pAqq.
Once ϕA has been instantiated with a grammar A it acts as a function ϕA : Σ‹ Ñ t0, 1u such that
ϕA ptq “ 1 iff t P LpAq. This ϕA is total since unlike for general Turing programs, for automata
below Turing complexity the question whether t P LpAq is decidable for all A and t.
Definition 3.8. The modular code length of a Turing machine ϕA implementing a grammar
A P A is
Kmod pϕA q “ KpϕA q ` |EA pAq|.
The modular code length constitutes a first, intuitive attempt to define the complexity of A relative to the class A: It has a clear separation of the grammar A from the rest and all programs are
restricted to deal with the class A. Like Kolmogorov complexity it is invariant under different
1 up to an additive constant which depends on E and E 1 . By exposing its degrees
encodings EA
A
A
of freedom we shall now see that definition 3.8 is unsatisfactory for two reasons.
Recall the convention that for every A there is only one EA ,
which in turn ϕA depends on: As of now, no further constraints have been placed on EA and ϕA .
This may lead to an unwanted side effect when the grammar to encode is known in advance.
Pitfall 1: Prior Knowledge

Theorem 3.9. For all A P A there is an encoding EA and a blank A-automaton ϕA such that
|EA pAq| “ 0 in the modular code of ϕA .
Proof. Given A, design an encoding EA such that EA pAq “ λ and write a Turing program ϕA
which, when getting the empty string as input, outputs the program for ϕA . Clearly |EA pAq| “
0.

It is hence possible to assign very short code lengths to arbitrarily complex grammars. Theorem
3.9 covers the extreme case where one single grammar is hard-coded in ϕA . This can be extended
to arbitrarily many grammars: The larger the code for ϕA , the more grammars it can store
explicitly. Their output could then be triggered by very short inputs mimicking codes: A binary
string of length n can invoke up to 2n grammars. In order to do so however, these grammars and
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their codes must both be stored explicitly in ϕA . This is only possible if the critical grammars
are known in advance. The obvious solution to this “cheating” problem chooses ϕA as simple
as possible, thereby limiting its capacity to store grammars. We will denote this minimal blank
A-automaton ϕ̂A .6
It must be noted that the problem of prior knowledge does not cover all cases where more
complex grammars get shorter codes than simpler ones. Using ϕ̂ therefore does not establish
that K mod pϕA q 9 KpϕA q.
If we replace the blank A-automaton in definition 3.8
with ϕ̂A , then Kmod pϕA q largely depends on |EA pAq|: ϕ̂A is independent of A by definition, and
there is no need to store A in EA since it would only be needed if A should receive a specific
code. Therefore Kmod pϕA q “ |EA pAq| ` Op1q.
Pitfall 2: Grammars vs. Programs

Theorem 3.10. For all A P A there are encodings EA and blank A-automata ϕA such that
Kmod pϕA q “ KpEA pAqq.
Proof. Given A, write a Turing program ÊA which takes A as input and directly outputs the
program for ϕA . Such a program satisfies all properties of an encoding. Then KpÊA pAqq “
KpϕA q and ϕA is the identity function, so KpϕA q “ 0.

Theorem 3.10 shows that ϕA can be incorporated into the encoding, eliminating the need for an
extra blank A-automaton. Using such an degenerate encoding is problematic for a number of
reasons. Firstly it is precisely the merging of components of the modular code length that we
are trying to avoid. Secondly, all algorithms for Grammar Induction must return a grammar, and
it is not necessarily possible to extract the grammar from this complex program: Recall that it is
not for all automata classes below Turing complexity possible to decide if two automata describe
the same language. Finally, Ê relies on the full Kolmogorov complexity and is therefore incomputable. In general, it is not very intuitive that EpAq should be a program: Every computational
aspect one might want in E can be outsourced to the interpreting ϕA . Therefore, EA pAq cannot
be a program and the separate ϕA cannot be avoided.
Definition 3.11. Given a class A of automata and a corresponding encoding EA , the A-complexity
of a grammar A P A is
KA pAq “
min
|EA pAq|.
APA:ϕ̂A pAq“ϕA

The A-complexity measures the complexity of an automaton A P A relative to all other automata
in A, under a fixed representation. The A-complexity is a restricted version of Kolmogorov
complexity in that it prevents switching between different models: Even a simple CFG which
can be described by an FSA will always be described relative to the class of CFGs. Therefore:
Theorem 3.12. KA pAq “ |EA pAq| ` Op1q for all A P A.
6

While it cannot be determined which ϕA has minimal Kolmogorov complexity, for the remainder of this thesis it
is completely sufficient to take any non-cheating such program. The same clearly holds, mutatis mutandis, for U.
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Due to the general undecidability of two automata’s equivalence the A-complexity still cannot
be directly computed. Nevertheless it is a robust incentive for enumerating grammars with
decreasing complexity: Theorem 3.10 shows that for Grammar Induction the grammar must
actually be separated from the interpreting function. The following section investigates the
feasibility of compressing a grammar.
3.3.3 A Computable Version of MDL for Grammar Induction

This section will illustrate considerations of sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 by describing how MDL
can be used for Grammar Induction.
Definition 3.13. Two total functions f, g are functionally equivalent wrt. a finite set D if for all
d P D we have f pdq “ gpdq.
While the equivalence of two CFGs (or more expressive automata) is not decidable, functional
equivalence wrt. finite D can be easily tested for. We now go back to the learning problem
outlined in section 3.1. Assume some hypothesis H P HD , the space of hypotheses consistent
with D, can be found. H may then return arbitrary values for sentences not in D.
An incremental compression algorithm for hypotheses is a computable process Q : HD Ñ HD
such that A and QpAq are functionally equivalent wrt. D and KA pQpAqq ď KA pAq. In order
to be of practical significance, for any input A there should be a fixpoint such that QpAq “
A where A is of minimal A-complexity. Furthermore, Q’s runtime requirements should be
both determinable and reasonable. Then we get the following proposition, which is the MDL
approach to Grammar Induction.
Proposition 3.14. Given training data D, and a hypothesis H P H consistent with D, any
iterative compression algorithm R “ Q‹ minimizing KH pHq will solve the grammar induction
problem.
However, there is more: The A-complexity in full generality is incomputable, thus a simple
restricted encoding must be used for hypotheses in order to compare the complexity (i.e., the
code length) of different hypotheses. In this context, simple encodings perform no additional
inference; the encoding is a very straightforward process of low Kolmogorov complexity. In
sections 2.2 and 2.3 we defined size measures M: If the automaton A becomes larger, so does
MpAq. This is not an overly strong constraint, and in fact all that is required is that the size
measure be proportional to simple encodings.
That is not to say that the results of Q are independent of the chosen size measure. For example,
let M1 pAq emphasize the number of rewrite rules of a CFG A, and let M2 pAq utilize an Huffman
coding [Huf07] of A’s rule set: Then it is not at all obvious how an algorithm R effectively
minimizing M1 pAq will behave in terms of M2 pRpAqq, and vice versa.
This point is worth reiterating. It is easy to see that under a Turing-complete compression
mechanism, the code length |Epxq| of some x is invariant under different objective encodings
E1 , E2 up to a constant cpE1 , E2 q. This constant is the amount of code it takes to decode E1 pxq
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and re-encode it to E2 pxq. As soon as the difference between |E1 pxq| and |E2 pxq| outgrows the
constant cpE1 , E2 q the compression mechanism switches to the superior encoding despite the
penalty of cpE1 , E2 q in anticipation of further growing x. As |x| goes to infinity cpE1 , E2 q will
be marginalized. Such a general compression engine Ê cannot exist: It would have to compute
|Epxq| for every possible encoding E, in particular, Ê is not simple. Instead it is computing the
Kolmogorov complexity of x, which is known to be impossible.
As discussed in section 2.4.3, A’s size does not correspond to its Kolmogorov complexity. Therefore, sticking to simple, and hence computable, encodings we necessarily introduce a bias: Minimizing |E1 pxq| needs not at all asymptotically coincide with minimizing the code length of
|E2 pxq|, meaning that the learners will output different hypotheses depending on the encoding.
Therefore MDL’s objectivity is lost as soon as one introduces a fixed, objective encoding. In
slightly different words, any encoding which enables direct implementation of MDL will necessarily come with a bias.
To put MDL in relation to the above definitions of learnability, it is safe to say that its limit
criterion puts it in the neighborhood of IITL (see Section 3.2.1): Learning success may oscillate
until the global optimum is found eventually, and it is unknown how long that will take. Said
oscillation immediately rules out compatibility with the PAC setting (from Section 3.2.3). For
MDL using full Kolmogorov complexity, statements about runtime or the amount of training
data required clearly cannot be made. If one fixes a coding schema, this changes: One particular
case will be treated in Section 4.2.
Proposition 3.14 claims that iterative compression of the data leads to the optimal solution wrt. to
the bias introduced by the encoding. This does however not imply that a local, greedy search will
suffice: Performance and simplicity of a hypothesis are not equivalent for the evaluation-based
order ăDT . MDL is only a global criterion meaning that while Ĥ can be deemed optimal [VL00],
simply finding shorter code lengths is not guaranteed to always improve performance [AV09].
This implies that approximations of Kolmogorov complexity cannot be used as a reliable guidance through the space of hypotheses [AJ06]. Indeed, as of now there is no known strategy
which is guaranteed to solve the induction task without performing an exhaustive search.
The claim that a fixed encoding is strictly required becomes incorrect in the limit, when runtime
is not seen as an issue. Enumeration of hypotheses, and in fact even encodings, will lead to
a strictly optimal solution [Lev73]. This has been dubbed Levin Search. As a downside, such
algorithms never terminate, and it cannot be decided how long it will take until they switch to
another currently-best hypothesis (if ever). Still, this approach is universal for all well-defined,
computable problems [Hut02] and strictly time-optimal for this very large class of problems
[Sch03].
Despite those problems, and although there is much debate on the subject (mainly concerning
the precise definition of simplicity [vS10], there is extensive empirical evidence that the application of Occam’s Razor in Grammar Induction can lead to generalization. This however is not
backed by any stringent theoretical results, and in fact it should be easy to derive No Free Lunch
situations [WM97] for any given language class.
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4 Incremental Compression Algorithms
The idea of selecting a hypothesis consistent with the training data and incrementally compressing it is not new. Especially in the field of FSA induction this has become a widely used tool,
mostly due to its intriguing theoretical features. This chapter will show how the design principles
of FSA induction algorithms can be transferred to CFG learning. To this end, section 4.1 will
review and explicate the assumptions and strategies of common FSA algorithms. Section 4.2
will take this as a starting point for the design of an MDL induction algorithm tailored towards
CFGs.

4.1 State Merging Algorithms for FSAs
The learnability of regular languages has been studied extensively in the past, resulting in increasingly sophisticated implementations of the basic state merging algorithm [TB73]. The
following section summarizes techniques widely used for finding a minimal FSA. Section 4.1.1
introduces choices for the learner’s initialization. Section 4.1.2 motivates these, and presents
theoretical results concerning the merging of states until a minimal FSA is found; section 4.1.3
considers the order in which current incremental state merging algorithms operate.
4.1.1 Initial Hypotheses

Within the domain of FSAs, state merging algorithms [TB73, OG92, Lan92] were designed as an
answer to the following question: Assume a learner is presented with training data D “ xI` , I´ y
consisting of two finite sets. I` contains sentences over an alphabet Σ that are accepted by
a certain FSA A whereas I´ contains sentences that are not. How can the learner efficiently
determine A or an equivalent FSA from D?
Lacking further information, all the learner can do is to find an automaton which is consistent
with D. In the spirit of Occam’s razor (see section 3.3.1), if such an automaton is in some sense
minimal it stands to reason that it is in fact very similar to A. As the name suggests, state merging
algorithms focus on minimizing the number of a candidate FSA’s states.
As mentioned in section 2.2 there exist algorithms which directly minimize a given FSA by
computing its canonical counterpart [BBCF10]. The language accepted by this canonical FSA is
still I` . Algorithms that do not generalize are of little help to the learning task: If the underlying
language is infinite, an automaton accepting only a finite set of sentences cannot be correct.
The initial hypothesis of any state merging algorithm represents D, meaning it accepts precisely
I` . There are two possible choices that are easily computed.
Definition 4.1. Given a language L, the maximal canonical automaton MCApLq is the smallest
FSA with precisely one outgoing branch per t P L, leading through t. All and only leaf nodes
are accepting states.
Definition 4.2. Given a language L, the prefix tree acceptor PTApLq is the DFA where each state
represents one unique prefix observed in L. All and only leaf nodes are accepting states.
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Figure 1: MCA and PTA of the set I` “ tcabc, cababc, ccu.
The intuitively simplest automaton to represent I` is MCApI` q. Its starting state has one outgoing branch per t P I` , and is therefore usually nondeterministic. PTApI` q is the deterministic
(but not canonical) version of MCApI` q. Figure 4.1.1 illustrates the two. Up to this stage no
inference has happened. The issue of the initial hypothesis will be revisited shortly, in the meantime it is not important which one the learner employs. In the following the learner will work on
the hypothesis FSA H “ xΣ, S , s, δ, Fy.
4.1.2 The Search Space of FSA Induction

Definition 4.3. Given a language L and an FSA xΣ, S , s, δ, Fy, two states s1 , s2 P S are compatible if for all t P I` Y I´ , for all i ď |t| we find δ‹ ps1 , tri :sq P F if and only if δ‹ ps2 , tri :sq P F.
That is, states are compatible if every suffix in the training data leads to the same result, acceptance or rejection. State merging algorithms incrementally reduce the number of states by
repeatedly merging two compatible states in S . The merge operation itself enhances s1 with all
ingoing and outgoing edges of s2 . Since it has become redundant, s2 is subsequently discarded.
More precisely, the merge results in the automaton mergepH, s1 , s2 q as computed by algorithm
1.
Importantly, such merges are consistent with the training set and at the same time reduce the
FSA’s size. Counting shows that MpHq ď MpmergepH, s1 , s2 qq with strict inequality whenever
s1 ‰ s2 . The merge operation will not maintain a tree structure if H has one, and will often
introduce nondeterminism in the FSA. This is not problematic as described in section 2.2.
Performing such merge operations in order to find a minimal DFA is only justifiable if one can
show that the merges do not contradict available data and that they in fact can lead to the un-
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Algorithm 1 The algorithm to compute mergepxΣ, S , s, δ, Fy, s1 , s2 q.
Require: Compatibleps1 , s2 q
S 1 Ð S zts2 u
δ1 Ð δ Y txs1 , σ, s1 y | xs2 , σ, s1 y P δu
δ1 Ð δ1 Y txs1 , σ, s1 y | xs1 , σ, s2 y P δu
if s “ s2 then
return xΣ, S 1 , s1 , δ1 , Fy
else
return xΣ, S 1 , s, δ1 , Fy
end if
derlying FSA A. The first item is ensured by requiring that s1 , s2 be compatible before a merge.
Establishing the second item is more involved. While we previously argued with Occam’s razor,
it can be formally shown that for certain D, the merge procedure is a correct method of finding
the target automaton.
Definition 4.4. Given two equivalent automata A “ xΣ, S , s1 , δ, Fy and A1 “ xΣ, S 1 , s11 , δ1 , F 1 y,
A is at least as fine as A1 (A ľ A1 ) if for every s1 P S 1 there is an s Ď S such that
Ť
• txσ, s2 y | txs1 , σ, s2 y P δu “ sPs txσ, s2 y | txs, σ, s2 y P δu,
Ť
• txs1 , σy | txs2 , σ, s1 y P δu “ sPs txs2 , σy | txs2 , σ, sy P δu, and
• s1 P s.
In other words, H is finer than H 1 if H 1 is the result of one or more merge operations performed
on H; in particular, the merge operation reduces fineness and hence size. It is clear that ľ is transitive, reflexive and antisymmetric. This imposes a partial order on the set MpHq of automata
that can be constructed of H by merging. In particular, LatpMCApI` qq “ xMpMCApI` qq, ľy is
a lattice where the top element is the initial hypothesis MCApI` q and the bottom element is the
universal automaton.7 It follows that the merge process is only helpful to the learning process if
A is a member of this lattice. It has been shown that under certain assumptions about the training
data this is indeed the case.
Definition 4.5 ([DMV94]). Given an FSA A “ xΣ, S , s, δ, Fy, a sample I` Ď LpAq is structurally complete if during the testing whether t 1 , . . . , t |I` | P LpAq every transition in δ can be
exercised and every f P F can be reached at least once.
Theorem 4.6 ([DMV94]). If I` is structurally complete wrt. A then A P LatpMCApI` qq.
Theorem 4.7 ([DMV94]). If I` is structurally complete wrt. the canonical FSA it was sampled
from, then this canonical FSA is in LatpPTApI` qq.
Since MCApI` q ľ PTApI` q, it follows that LatpPT ApI` qq Ď LatpMCApI` qq. However, theorem 4.6 cannot be strengthened to the PTA, which would be desirable from a computational
7

This is assuming that for every σ P Σ there is a transition from s1 .
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Figure 2: Unfortunate merging within MCAptcabc, cababc, ccuq can lead to degenerate
FSAs.
complexity perspective. A first, naive attempt to infer the automaton from training data xI` , I´ y
is to construct the lattice of merges resulting from the initial hypothesis, while constraining the
merge operation to compatible nodes. The hypothesis (hypotheses) with the greatest distance
from the initial hypothesis in this lattice is the best guess for the underlying A. We call this approach naive because it is computationally not feasible. The following section presents methods
to lower the computational requirements.
4.1.3 Runtime and Heuristics

When the inference algorithm is initialized with either the MCA or PTA of I` the number of
possible node merges is quadratic in the total length of sentences in I` . As merging each pair
would gain the same decrease in complexity (i.e., rid the hypothesis H of one state) no preference
can be given. This many possibilities render a complete search of LatpHq intractable.
Due to the incremental nature of state merging algorithms unfortunate merges carry over to
future decisions, snowballing to potentially great deviations from the target DFA. Figure 4.1.3
continues the example from above. Each merge introduces new constraints on future merges,
and one single wrong constraint suffices to have the learner never reach the optimal automaton.
This becomes a bigger problem with increasing data sparseness.
At the same time computational requirements quickly increase with the number and length of
strings in I` , making computationally easy strategies an even more pressing issue. It is therefore
important to determine a good order of the merges. Historically, breadth-first search provided the
most obvious solution [TB73, OG92] to the diverse challenges of DFA induction [Hin01]. Going
one step further, the Blue-Fringe algorithm [dlHOV96, LPP98] provides a local breadth-first
search mechanism. The key property is that it guarantees that one of the nodes merged is always
the root of the tree. This results in a particularly fast algorithm which achieves identification of
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A in polynomial time when provided with data [dlHOV96].
Blue-Fringe as used in [JP98] works by partitioning the nodes of
H into three distinct sets: red, blue and white nodes. Red nodes are mutually incompatible and
cannot be merged. Blue nodes are reachable in one step from one of the red nodes and currently
candidates for the merge procedure. White nodes are not yet inspected. For example, in case of
the PTA, blue nodes are the roots of otherwise white labeled trees.

Limiting the Search Space

The two actions performed by Blue-Fringe are:
• Promote a blue node to red if it is unmergeable with any red node, and
• Merge a blue node with a red node.
The start state is always labeled red. During runtime, Blue-Fringe first produces all automata
from merging compatible blue and red nodes. These are the candidate hypotheses for the next
iteration. Next, for each candidate hypothesis, all blue nodes that cannot be merged with any red
node are labeled red. All of its successors are labeled blue. This process is repeated until only
red nodes are left, and after exhausting the search space, the candidate hypothesis (hypotheses)
with the greatest least number of nodes is (are) returned.
Even when using Blue-Fringe, in many cases there is more than one option for a next merge,
and exploring all possible sublattices is still very costly. Ideally, one should be able to compare
and evaluate the likely gain of all these options without fully exploring them. This is done by
heuristics.
Blue-Fringe imposes a fixed order on the merges. While
this order seems intuitively plausible, it is clearly not the single best strategy for all possible
learning problems. Instead, performing merges first which are suggested by heuristics is a more
flexible approach. The mainstream method is to use evidence-driven state merging (EDSM)
[dlHOV96]. It inspects the training data and performs merges exactly in order of the amount
of evidence, rather than in a predetermined order that hopefully correlates with that quantity.
Evidence in Grammar Induction is the number of times a state is passed during testing the sentences in I` , so EDSM merges two oft-used states before less often visited states. By applying
heuristics, the breath-first search is replaced by a best-first approach.
Heuristics on Merge Candidates

Due to data sparseness it is unlikely that there is sufficient information for EDSM to work unconditionally. Another possible heuristic is MDL: The merge which minimizes the description
length is to be preferred. This idea however can only work if the KpD | Hq is taken into account,
in which case it is proportional to EDSM. If this data-to-model code is not taken into account,
every merge will reduce the description length of the hypothesis by an equal amount. This is
important to keep in mind as we progress to CFG induction.
EDSM has a statistical flavor to it, and there is a large body of work using statistical methods to infer DFAs. As exemplary publication, and as starting points for discovering this wide
field, [SJ03] deals with state merging for noisy data. More related to the information-theoretic
MDL approach is [Tho00], which attempts to minimize the aforementioned Kullback-Leibler
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divergence.

4.2 Iterative Compression Algorithms for CFGs
Facing the success of state merging methods for FSAs, the question if they can be transferred
to stronger automata classes arises naturally. This section describes how the ideas underlying
FSA induction can be adjusted and extended to handle CFGs. In particular, section 4.2.1 revisits
the issue of measuring a grammar’s size before section 4.2.2 presents feasible initial hypotheses
for CFG learners. Section 4.2.3 will present operations on these hypotheses and argue that
incremental CFG induction is a search through a lattice spanned by an initial hypothesis and
those operations. An induction algorithm for CFGs will be derived, and its relevant properties
will be presented. Section 4.2.4 will describe the runtime, and revisit the idea of heuristics.
A very early precursor of the ideas presented henceforth is [VB87], describing the version space
of CFGs for a given language. Also, some of the results presented here have been implicitly
assumed in the few works focussing on CFG induction [LS00, PPK` 04], but never been spelled
out to the best of my knowledge.
4.2.1 Size Measures Revisited

As before a learner is presented with training data D “ xI` , I´ y consisting of two finite sets
of sentences that are generated by a CFG A and that are not, respectively. The learner must
effectively determine A or an equivalent just from D.
The rationale behind state merging algorithms for FSAs remains unchanged in this new context: Assuming that D contains enough information, the smallest grammar consistent with the
training data is indeed expected to be the underlying grammar, and as a result generalizes well.
Thus, the CFG induction can be achieved by an algorithm which starts from some hypothesis
H and proceeds to minimize the size of H as far as possible. While the size of FSAs can be
approximated by their number of states (see section 4.1.2), we will first show that defining the
size of a CFG as the number of its rewrite rules cannot work.
Theorem 4.8. Given a positive sample I` , constructing a CFG G “ xN, Σ, R, sy such that
LpGq “ I` which minimizes |R| does not solve the induction task.
Proof. For a sentence t, the smallest grammar G such that LpGq “ ttu requires only the rule
S ñ t. For a set I` of sentences, construct one such rule per sentence: No CFG with fewer
states will be equivalent to this, yet no generalization has happened.

This result is due to CFGs’ capability to generate whole sequences by applying just one rule.
Instead, we will have to take the more complex measure from definition 2.7.
Definition 4.9. Given a CFG G “ xN, Σ, R, sy, a rule r P R of the form n ñ β is redundant if
1. r is never needed in parsing any of LpGq, or
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2. |β| “ 1 and β P N (so-called unit productions), or
3. there is another r1 P R of the form n1 ñ β, or
4. there is no other r1 P R of the form n ñ β1 and n ‰ s.
We call a rule of the form n ñ n1 (as in the second case) a chain rule.
Definition 4.10. Given a CFG xN, Σ, R, sy, two rules r1 , r2 P R of the form n1 ñ β and n2 ñ γ
contain redundancy if there is a sequence u with |u| ě 2 such that u Ď β and u Ď γ.
Lemma 4.11. Given a CFG G “ xN, Σ, R, sy, adding redundant rules to R increases MpGq.
Proof. We will show that redundancy strictly increases its size, following the order of definition
4.9.
1. Add two new symbols n1 , n2 to N and a rule n1 ñ n2 to R. This increases MpGq by 2.
2. Take some n1 , n2 P N and add a new symbol n1 to N, then add the rules n1 ñ n1 and
n1 ñ n2 to R. This increases MpGq by 4.
3. Take a rule n ñ β from R and add a new symbol n1 to N. Form the rule n1 ñ β and
replace some occurrences of n within R by n1 . This increases MpGq by |β| ` 1.
4. Take a rule r ” n ñ βγ from R. Adding a new rule n1 ñ β to R using a new symbol n1 ,
and changing r to n ñ n1 γ increases MpGq by 2.

Lemma 4.12. Given a CFG G “ xN, Σ, R, sy, adding redundancy to r1 , r2 P R generally increases MpGq.
Proof. Wlog., let R contain n rules ri ” ni ñ n1 γi and let r1 ” n1 ñ β P R. Hard coding r1 into
the ri increases MpGq by n¨p|β|´1q´p|β|`1q, hence MpGq grows as soon as pn´1q¨|β|´n´1 ą
0.

These results show that the definition of redundancy in the rule set is equivalent to canonicity
(definition 2.8):
Theorem 4.13. A CFG is canonical if it contains no redundant rules, and no rules that contain
redundancy.
Proof. Combining lemmata 4.11 and 4.12, it is easy to show by induction on the structure of
a rule that removing redundant rules in R, or just removing redundancy within rules, generally
reduces the size of the grammar. In the cases of definition 4.10 where MpGq does not shrink, it
does not increase either. Hence the canonical grammar is one of the grammars which achieve
minimal size.
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4.2.2 Initial Hypotheses

There are two approaches to CFG induction that intuitively look promising. Either one starts
with a very flat grammar and constructs new and smaller rewrite rules out of the necessarily
very big ones, or one starts with many rules and exploits structural similarities between trees
they span. In other words, one either wants to produce a grammar with as few or as many rules
as possible while avoiding redundancy. In the following this will be referred to as the bottom-up
and top-down approach, respectively.
The initial hypothesis H will ideally be easily computed. In any case it must be consistent with
the training data, meaning LpHq “ I` and LpHq X I´ “ H. The following two definitions
capture the initial hypotheses for the bottom-up and top-down approaches.
Definition 4.14. The sentence acceptor SApLq of a language L is xtS u, L, tS ñ t | t P I` u, S y.
Definition 4.15. The maximum canonical grammar MCGpLq of a language L is xN, tti P t |
t P Lu, R, S y where N and R are such that MCGpLq models exactly all n-ary parse trees over L
without containing chain rules, for n P N.
It is easy to verify that SApI` q will generally contain rules hosting redundancy, but no completely
redundant rules. MCGpI` q will have both.
In the interest of easy computability it is worth investigating the computational requirements
for the SA and MCG. Note that SApLq has already been used in the proof of Theorem 4.8; it is
obvious that it can be computed in Op|I` |q time.
Theorem 4.16. For a sentence of length n there exist exponentially many b-ary parse trees.
Proof. We first focus on the simple case where be the size b of rules is fixed.8 Let n be the length
of the sentence in question, so the height of the parse tree is rlogb pnqs.
During incremental bottom-up construction of a parse tree, each round will see b adjacent items
grouped to a nonterminal. There are n ´ pb ´ 1q possibilities to do so. The resulting sequence
has n ´ b ` 1 items; the process terminates once the sequence has length 1. As a result, there
are a total of
rlog
b pnqs
ÿ
n ´ i ¨ pb ´ 1q
i“1

possibilities. Hence for arbitrary but fixed values of b this number increases to
n rlog
b pnqs
ź
ÿ
b“2

n ´ i ¨ pb ´ 1q,

i“1

which is Op2n q.



Corollary 4.17. MCGpLq cannot be computed in polynomial time.
8

Except in the case of the rule expanding the start symbol S , which may be smaller.
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Since I` will usually be large, this immediately disqualifies its MCG as a possible initial hypothesis, suggesting that the sentence acceptor must be used instead. In the following an algorithm
will be presented which by a series of transformations constructs the canonical equivalent of
SApI` q.
4.2.3 The Search Space of CFG Induction

The Grammar Induction algorithm discussed henceforth will take a CFG H and iteratively expose redundancies within the grammar. It is only concerned with the type of redundancy described in definition 4.10. The central method RuleSplit described in algorithm 2 removes one
redundant substring from the entire rule set, replacing it by a novel nonterminal symbol ℵ. It
further extends R by a rule expanding ℵ to the newly removed substring. This does not change
the language generated by H and, by lemma 4.12, generally decreases the size of H.
Leaving negative training data aside for now, RuleSplit makes use of the function substitute
which takes a string u Ď pN Y Σq‹ , a nonterminal symbol n and a rewrite rule r as input and
transforms the rewrite rule: Every occurrence of u in r is replaced by n in a left-to-right manner.
Algorithm 2 RuleSplitpN, R, uq
N Ð N Y tℵu // ℵ is a new symbol R N
R Ð R Y tℵ ñ uu
for all n ñ β P R such that u Ď β do
R Ð R Y tsubstitutepu, ℵ, n ñ βqu
end for
R Ð Rztn ñ βu
return xN, Ry
Example 4.18. Take a toy grammar xtS u, t0, 1u, tS ñ 111000, S ñ 100100u, S y. This
grammar contains redundancies, for example u ” 100: We have u Ď 111000 and u Ď
100100. Using RuleSplit, this redundancy can be eliminated: Computing RuleSplitptS u, tS ñ
111000, S ñ 100100u, uq “ xtS , ℵu, tS ñ 11ℵ0, S ñ ℵℵ, ℵ ñ 100uy finds the smaller
grammar xtS , ℵu, t0, 1u, tS ñ 11ℵ0, S ñ ℵℵ, ℵ ñ 100u, S y.
In order to detect of as much redundancy as possible, which will eventually lead to the greatest generalization, the hardly subtle function SplitAll described in algorithm 3 performs an exhaustive search over all substrings found in right hand sides of rules in R; if redundancy is
detected it is removed by means of RuleSplit. At this stage the redundancy in the grammar decreases again because only one single nonterminal is introduced in total (as opposed to using
new ℵ1 , ℵ2 , . . . each round). In order to not lose information during the extraction process, substrings are searched for in the positive training data I` rather than the rule set of the grammar.
The transformation starts with the longest substrings first, and is performed only if the resulting
grammar has in fact less redundancy. This algorithm makes use of the function #pt, Xq which
counts the elements in X which t is a substring of without overlap.
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Example 4.19. Let I` “ t111000, 100100u, so constructing the sentence acceptor yields the
grammar from example 4.18. SplitAll starts out by finding all substrings shared between sentence
in I` , which are 100, 10, and 00. Starting with the longest one, the redundancy is removed in
RuleSplit-fashion, yielding xtS , ℵu, t0, 1u, tS ñ 11ℵ0, S ñ ℵℵ, ℵ ñ 100u, S y as current
grammar. The algorithm then moves on to the next shorter substring, i.e., 10. Clearly there are
rules whose body share this substring (S ñ 111000 and ℵ ñ 100). However, 100 has been
worked on before, and it occurred in I` three times. As 01 does not occur more often, it is
ignored. The same holds for the string 00.
Algorithm 3 SplitAllpI` q
xN, Σ, R, S y Ð SApI` q
seen Ð H, out Ð H
U Ð tu | Dt 1 , t 2 P I` : t 1 ‰ t 2 ^ u Ď t 1 ^ u Ď t 2 ^ |u| ě 2u
i Ð max tPI` |t|
N Ð N Y tℵu
while i ě 2 do
for all u P U such that |u| “ i do
if not D xu1 , xy P seen such that u Ď u1 ^ x “ #pu1 , I` q then
seen Ð seen Y xu, #pu, I` qy
R Ð R Y tℵ ñ uu
for all n ñ β P R such that u Ď β do
R Ð R Y tsubstitutepu, ℵ, n ñ βqu
out Ð out Y tn ñ βu
end for
end if
end for
iÐi´1
end while
R Ð Rzout
return xN, Σ, R, S y
The RuleSplit method is very similar to the Sequitur algorithm [NmW97]. However in extracting
all rules, as opposed to one linear order of extraction, SplitAll is much more powerful, at the cost
of the linear runtime of Sequitur.
At this point, a massive generalization has taken place. As every new rule re-uses the same
head, SplitAllpAq will generate many more sentences than A. This overgeneralization is due to
the negligence of the negative training data I´ . To only generate grammars that are functionally
equivalent to D “ xI` , I´ y the SplitAll algorithm must be enhanced.
Definition 4.20. Given a language L and a CFG xN, Σ, R, S y, define R1 “ R Y tn1 ñ β |
n2 ñ β P Ru Y tn2 ñ β | n1 ñ β P Ru for r1 , r2 P R. Then r1 , r2 are compatible if
I` Ď LpxN, Σ, R1 , S yq and LpxN, Σ, R1 , S yq X I´ “ H.
That is, we call two rules compatible if they can be merged by interchanging their heads without
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losing functional equivalence of the CFG to D. The following algorithm 4, LearnCFG, adheres
to negative training data by introducing new terminal symbols whenever needed. It does so by
reusing as many terminal symbols as possible, only creating a new one if there are none to use
as head without giving up functional equivalence to D.
The main change from SplitAll is that before reusing any nonterminal symbol, it is ensured that
no negative training samples can be produced by this new rule. At the same time, as many
nonterminals are reused as possible to guarantee maximal generalization. Only if no compatible
nonterminals are present, an entirely new one is created.
Algorithm 4 LearnCFGpxI` , I´ yq
xN, Σ, R, S y Ð SApI` q
seen Ð H, new “ H, out Ð H
U Ð tu | Dt 1 , t 2 P I` : t 1 ‰ t 2 ^ u Ď t 1 ^ u Ď t 2 ^ |u| ě 2u
i Ð max tPI` |t|
N Ð N Y tℵu
while i ě 2 do
for all u P U such that |u| “ i do
if not D xu1 , xy P seen such that u Ď u1 ^ x “ #pu1 , I` q then
if Dℵ P new : @ℵ ñ β P R : compatiblepℵ ñ β, ℵ ñ u, xI` , I´ yq then
for all ℵ P new : @r P tℵ ñ β P Ru : compatiblepr, ℵ ñ u, xI` , I´ yq do
seen Ð seen Y xu, #pu, I` qy
R Ð R Y tℵ ñ uu
for all n ñ β P R such that u Ď β do
R Ð R Y tsubstitutepu, ℵ, n ñ βqu
out Ð out Y tn ñ βu
end for
end for
else
seen Ð seen Y xu, #pu, I` qy
N Ð N Y tℵ1 u // ℵ1 is a new symbol R N
R Ð R Y tℵ1 ñ uu
for all n ñ β P R such that u Ď β do
R Ð R Y tsubstitutepu, ℵ1 , n ñ βqu
out Ð out Y tn ñ βu
end for
end if
end if
end for
iÐi´1
end while
R Ð Rzout
return xN, Σ, R, S y
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Lemma 4.21. I` Ď LpLearnCFGpxI` , I´ yq.
Proof. The claim is obvious for SplitAllpI` q. As LearnCFG is really just a modified version
of SplitAll, it suffices to inspect the modification. Observe that even if no compatible ℵi can be
found, the rule to be added is not discarded but merely uses a new nonterminal symbol. Hence
the claim follows.

This establishes consistency with positive training data, but it does not explain to what extend
the actual rules of the target grammar can be learned. To investigate this, we observe that the
RuleSplit operation, applied iteratively to an initial hypothesis, spans a lattice of CFGs. This
lattice contains CFGs consistent with I` . The bottom element is the sentence acceptor of I` , the
top element is a universal grammar over the target grammar’s alphabet. In other words, higher
elements of the LatpSApI` qqq are increasingly deprived of redundancy.
Definition 4.22. Given a CFG A “ xN, Σ, R, S y, a sample I` Ď LpAq is structurally complete if
during testing whether t 1 , . . . , t |I` | P LpAq every rewrite rule in R must be exercised twice.
A rewrite rule r will be created by RuleSplit if the affected substring occurs at least twice in I` .
This is precisely the condition for structural completeness. On the other hand, if r is only exercised once, the substring it creates has no matching counterpart in I` and r will pass undetected
by RuleSplit.
Theorem 4.23. If and only if I` is structurally complete wrt. the CFG A it was sampled from
then A P LatpSApI` qq.
The natural follow-up question is concerned with the influence of negative training data. For a
given target grammar A, is there a set I´ which stops RuleSplit from exploring grammars which
generalize too much? The solution looks as follows.
Definition 4.24. Given a canonical CFG A “ xN, Σ, R, S y, a sample I´ Ď LpAq is structurally
complete if for every n ñ β seen in SplitAllpI` q, there is a sentence in I´ that is only parseable
using n ñ β whenever LpxN, Σ, R Y tn ñ Ru, S yq X LpAq ‰ H.
In words, the structurally complete negative sample set has a counterexample for every rulebody combination that can be produced using rules of A. The effect is immediately obvious:
LatpSApI` qq will have all elements removed that disagree with I´ . In particular, the canonical
grammar will not be removed.
It is possible to test if a certain rule r is required to parse a sentence. First, we apply the CYK
parsing algorithm with the original grammar. Afterwards we remove r from the grammar and
attempt to parse the sentence again. What is problematic however is that we already may have
introduced a set of rules which can function as a substitute of r. If r ” n ñ β, this amounts to
having multiple rules r1 , r2 , . . .with bodies β1 , β2 , . . . such that β ” β1 β2 . . .. All of these rules
were introduced during the learning phase, and justified by regularity in the positive training
data. Hence there is a conflict between generalization and maintaining consistency with I´ , and
it is not clear how to solve the conflict. The best we can claim about LearnCFG is hence:
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Corollary 4.25. Given structurally complete training data D sampled from a grammar A,
LpLearnCFGpDqq Ě LpAq.
We can hence not give a positive answer to the main question of Grammar Induction as posed
in section 3.1. The algorithm LearnCFG is able to extract all generalization from the positive
training data, but generalization is not sufficiently contained by negative training data. The next
section is dedicated to an analysis of the runtime requirements of LearnCFG.
4.2.4 Runtime and Heuristics

To analyze the runtime of this CFG induction algorithm, we will examine the individual building blocks of LearnCFG. Firstliy, the heart of the induction algorithm is RuleSplit (algorithm
2). Just like the merge operation in the case of FSAs (algorithm 1) it is easily computed in
Op|R| ¨ maxnñβPR |β|q time: The algorithm needs to iterate through all rules in the rule set R it is
presented with. It follows that the exhaustive substitutions which SplitAll (algorithm 3) performs
can be done in time polynomial in the size of the target grammar.
However, before substituting, all shared substrings in the positive training data must be found.
This is a variant of the longest common substring problem [BHR00], for which a brute-force
approach is computationally infeasible. Using dynamic programming techniques, the runtime
can be made polynomial in the sentences’ length [Wan07].
The final algorithm 4, LearnCFG, introduces a consistency check with I´ . This brings a quadratic increase of runtime. All in all, it can be said that LearnCFG runs in time polynomial to
the size of its input xI` , I´ y. As it fails to reliably identify the target grammar, this is not in
contradiction to the impossibility of polynomial time identification [Pit89] from section 3.2.2.
Still, this is a stark contrast to FSA learning algorithms, which only can achieve polynomial
runtime if they do not explore their full search space LatpMCApI` qq. Naturally, visiting every
grammar in LatpSApI` qq also takes exponential time. The reason this is indeed unnecessary
lies in the order in which RuleSplit is applied: By working on the longest common substrings
first eliminates the need to inspect all substrings of already extracted subsequences. The ability
of CFGs to generate full strings in one therefore brings increased complexity, but at the same
time suggests a correct way of pruning of the search space. It therefore also makes heuristics
unreasonable since obviously, every extraction of a new rule is necessary for learning the target
grammar.
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5 Properties and Applications of RuleSplit Grammars
5.1 Learning by Compression?
Section 3.3.3 gave a detailed description of the promises made by the theory of MDL. In particular, proposition 3.14 expressed the hope that an iterative compression will lead to the correct
solution. In this respect it is worth evaluating whether LearnCFG is an, in this sense, proper
MDL algorithm.
First and foremost, the algorithm has been designed to minimize the size measure M of contextfree grammars as defined in definition 2.7. This measure should satisfy the requirements of
being reasonable [Pit89]. While M certainly does not resemble Kolmogorov complexity, we
showed in theorem 4.13 that minimizing M does lead to a canonical grammar. We argued that
traversing a lattice of some initial hypothesis and a complexity-reducing operation should lead
to the correct solution. The sentence acceptor from definition 4.14 is a straightforward way of
computing a grammar consistent with the training data xI` , I´ y. And from the algorithm itself
it is clear that generalization will take place whenever there is evidence in I` and I´ does not
block it. So LearnCFG attempts to implement MDL with a simple encoding. As discussed in
length, there can be no algorithm which actually implements the ideal form of MDL due to the
incomputability of Kolmogorov complexity.
The following shows that LearnCFG, however, does not compress linearly. From lemma 4.12 it
is known that the RuleSplit procedure reduces redundancy in a grammar. A forteriori:
Lemma 5.1. If a grammar A contains no redundant rules then SplitAllpAq will not contain
redundant rules either.
Proof. For a redundant rule r, we follow the order of definition 4.9.
1. SplitAll never adds rules with right hand sides that can not be used for parsing I` . To see
that it also never generates rules that need not be used, recall that whenever a new rule is
created, the old substring is replaced by ℵ, hence the new rule must be used to parse the
sentence in question. As substrings are only extracted if they lead to generalization, no
,,duplicate” rules will be generated.
2. As substrings targeted by RuleSplit are of length ě 2 no r with |r| ă 2 will exist.
3. When a substring u is extracted during creation of a rule ℵ ñ u then u is replaced everywhere, so no second rule with this body will be created.
4. For every rule that is newly introduced, RuleSplit uses the same head and any existing
nonterminals expanding to u will be merged with ℵ.

What about the case where the structurally complete set of training data has not been generated
from a canonical grammar? In such grammars it is possible that a substring aaabbb is extracted
via RuleSplit, followed by the substrings aab and abb. To guarantee correctness of the algorithm,
both new rules must be kept. This leads to a temporary increase of the grammar’s size. A
similar phenomenon occurs if negative training data forced the introduction of a new nonterminal
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symbol. As a result, LearnCFG does not compress monotonically, and the results of [AV09]
carry over to our approach. While LearnCFG learns by compression, it hence fails to meet the
expectations of proposition 3.14.
Further backtracking to sections 3.2.1 through 3.2.3, the LearnCFG algorithm does not identify
context-free languages in the limit,, as it will overgeneralize. It has a polynomial runtime based
on the analysis in 4.2.4. Adding more data will allow the algorithm to detect more rules of
the target grammar, however the nonmonotonic manner in which the algorithm compress the
training data do not allow for PAC-results. As adding positive training data exposes LearnCFG
to the risk of overgeneralizing more, no results resembling PAC-learnability can be established.
We argued that the RuleSplit procedure spans a lattice whose top element is the universal grammar. If negative samples are absent, SplitAll works to reach this top element, leaving only
inseparable substrings untouched. In essence, it produces a universal grammar whose alphabet
consists of strings whose substrings never appear isolated in the positive samples. It is hence
clear that also the rules of the learnt grammar are mainly shaped by the negative examples, and
less by the positive data.

5.2 Applications of LearnCFG
As is the case with any machine learning algorithm, the obvious question is: What is its area
of application? Context-free grammars are a classical domain of language modeling. However,
language modeling of natural language usually works on positive data only. This is problematic
for two reasons.
First, natural language does not necessarily have a context-free structure. Second, it always
comes with a truth bias which causes perfectly grammatical strings like “the quick sleeper” to be
underrepresented in corpora. More severely however is the lack of negative training data. Even
if one would randomly generate phrases, many of them would probably still sound grammatical
or even make sense to a natural speaker. Combined with the overwhelming amounts of negative
training data required, natural language seems a poor target for LearnCFG. Likewise, no claims
about first language acquisition [Cla04] should be derived from this thesis. Its applications are
therefore presumably found in areas with artificial languages with context-free forms, such as
XML.
Finding similarities of multiple languages by comparing their respective compressibility has
been attempted a number of times: [CD10] tries to define a CFG as a similarity measure. It
attempts to find canonical grammars (relative to a different size measure), and then compares the
length of derivations of strings under these grammars. This could also be done with LearnCFG,
with greater theoretical justifiability. It is however doubtful how far this method can be taken:
[KY00] used a greater set of learning operators, some of which explicitly increase the grammar’s
size. Then, redundancy in the derivations are measured. As discussed earlier, this can only
work correctly if full Kolmogorov complexity is used. Nevertheless, the wellfoundedness of
LearnCFG can contribute to a better understanding of when such comparisons work.
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5.3 Comparison to Other Algorithms
There are other standard algorithms for CFG induction in the literature. And while the objective
of this thesis is not to present a new algorithm but rather to understand the principles behind
CFG induction, it is still worthwhile to briefly outline similarities.
The EMILE toolbox [AV02b] starts out by generating all possible pairs first-order rules
from the sentences in the training data. It then merges substitutable rules just like LearnCFG
did. The main difference is the initial hypothesis: By focussing on first-order rules, a shallow
version of the maximum canonical grammar (definition 4.15) is used. The fact that this can
suffice to learn a grammar is remarkable but not obvious, and indeed holds for shallow CFGs
only [Adr99].

EMILE

Alignment-based learning (ABL) [vZ00] finds shared substrings
in sentences, but then focuses on their differences. If unique substrings are found surrounded
by equal contexts, they are merged into one constituent. ABL then removes overlapping constituents via evidence-based heuristics. This obviously is a very different approach, leaning more
towards language modeling. A comparison to EMILE can be found in [vZA01].
Alignment-Based Learning

Concluding, it can certainly be said that the RuleSplit approach taken in this paper is not entirely
new, but this was to be expected as there are only so many ways in which useful information can
be extracted from a corpus. However, the design choices in this thesis and the consequences of
the proposed strict bottom-up way have to the best of my knowledge not been worked out in the
literature.
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6 Conclusion
This thesis presented a state-merging approach to context-free grammar learning. We derived
a compression procedure as well as an initial hypothesis from the principles of FSA induction,
thereby also explicating the main requirements of an MDL algorithm for Grammar Induction.
The resulting induction algorithm, LearnCFG, is complete for the class of context-free languages. We provided an analysis of structurally complete data sets and showed that LearnCFG
has a runtime polynomial in the lengths of the sentences in the training data.
The algorithm failed to behave in the way we had hoped for in proposition 3.14 (section 3):
It compresses nonmonotonically and is tailored to a simple encoding rather than working on
Kolmogorov complexity. While the latter is unavoidable, the former was at least to be expected
due to similar results in the case of state-merging algorithms for finite state automata. We also
noted how certain regularities within the positive training data can, when exploited, lead to
violations of the negative training data. As there is no justifiable a priori reason to exclude
some expressions of regularities while making use of others, this issue must remain open for the
moment.
The most obvious next step is an implementation and comparison to other algorithms [KY00,
NI00, AV02b, vZ00, CD10]. However, the emphasis of this thesis is on the general, and hence
theoretic, requirements of such learning algorithms. An empirical evaluation might gain new
insights on the effect and frequency of the conflicts within the data as described above. But
it would have to rely on some kind of training data which will be biased towards one domain.
Likewise, the extension to probabilistic CFG learning seems unnecessary as we have shown
that heuristics are not required for LearnCFG. It would however be interesting to see how well
artificial languages such as XML could be learned in practice.
The most interesting questions not answered in this thesis is: Is there an encoding which leads to
faster generalization? As we argued in length, the particular choice of an encoding determines
the bias and hence the path which the induction algorithm takes through the hypothesis space.
Furthermore, the work in this thesis could be extended to context-sensitive languages. Further
research in this field could rid existing methods of its probabilistic flavor, if it again can be shown
that heuristics can be avoided: The strongest machine learning algorithms are those which have
an optimal, tractable and correct way of selecting ever better hypotheses.
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